
   The Off Bits

 Airplane Kit (3 In 1)
by OFF BITS

ISBN: 7290016390513
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $39.00

Take to the skies with creative nuts-and-bolts construction! Following the illustrated instructions, young engineers get to transform this jumbled collection of
colorful nuts, bolts, and unique hardware pieces into a beautiful airplane, ready for take off.

 Alligator Kit (3 In 1)
by OFF BITS

ISBN: 7290016390476
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $24.00

Transform a colorful selection of nuts, bolts, and unique hardware shapes into a vibrant new animal friend!

 Blue Car Kit (3 In 1)
by OFF BITS

ISBN: 7290016390216
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $19.50

This kit features an assortment of wheels and clever connectors to get your OFFBIT robot on the move. Watch ‘em go!

 Red Car Kit (3 In 1)
by OFF BITS

ISBN: 7290016390230
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $19.50

This kit features an assortment of wheels and clever connectors to get your OFFBIT robot on the move. Watch ‘em go!
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   The Off Bits
 Yellow Car Kit (3 In 1)

by OFF BITS

ISBN: 7290016390223
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $19.50

This kit features an assortment of wheels and clever connectors to get your OFFBIT robot on the move. Watch ‘em go!

 Dino Kit (3 In 1)
by OFF BITS

ISBN: 7290016390490
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $24.00

Transform a colorful selection of nuts, bolts, and unique hardware shapes into a vibrant new animal friend!Take a trip to the ferocious wilderness of
prehistory with the DinoBit. Following the illustrated instructions and using our five-in-one SuperTool™ easily bring the wild wonders of nature to life with
nuts-and-bolts construction.

 Giraffe Kit (3 In 1)
by OFF BITS

ISBN: 7290016390483
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $24.00

Transform a colorful selection of nuts, bolts, and unique hardware shapes into a vibrant new animal friend!Imagine the world from new heights with our
GiraffeBit. Following the illustrated instructions and using our five-in-one SuperTool™ easily bring the wild wonders of nature to life with nuts-and-bolts
construction.

 Helicopter Kit (3 In 1)
by OFF BITS

ISBN: 7290016390520
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $39.00

Let your imagination fly as high as the sky with the creative power of nuts-and-bolts construction!Following the illustrated instructions, you can get to
transform this jumbled collection of colorful nuts, bolts, and unique hardware pieces into a beautiful helicopter, ready for take off. With SkyBit the sky’s the
limit!
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   The Off Bits
 Monkey Kit

by OFF BITS

ISBN: 7290016390421
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $12.50

Take to the trees with our MonkeyBit! Following the illustrated instructions easily transform a colorful selection of nuts, bolts, and unique hardware shapes
into a vibrant new animal friend.

 Penguin Kit
by OFF BITS

ISBN: 7290016390414
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $12.50

March through the cold of Antarctica with our PinguBit! Following the illustrated instructions easily transform a colorful selection of nuts, bolts, and unique
hardware shapes into a vibrant new animal friend.

 Piper Plane Bit
by OFF BITS

ISBN: 7290016390537
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $12.50

Take to the skies with a mini personal plane made by you!Following the illustrated instructions, young engineers get to transform this colorful collection of
unique nuts, bolts, and hardware pieces into a feisty little plane, ready for take off.

 Puppy Kit
by OFF BITS

ISBN: 7290016390438
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $12.50

Go on a relaxing stroll through the park with the adorable PuppyBit! Following the illustrated instructions easily transform a colorful jumble of nuts, bolts,
and unique hardware shapes into a vibrant new animal friend.
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 ArtBit Kit (3 in 1)

by OFF BITS

ISBN: 7290016390049
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $19.50

ArtBit has the wildest imagination of the crew and is always coming up with the zaniest contraptions and the kookiest constructions!

 BabaBit Kit (3 in 1)
by OFF BITS

ISBN: 7290016390032
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $19.50

OFFBITS Character Kit -BabaBitGot your parts in a pickle? Your tools in a twist? BabaBit knows how to unstick any situation and solve any problem while
staying as cool as a can opener.Our Character Kits include detailed instructions booklet, SuperTool(TM) and unique registration code for our online
community of creators.Each kit enables creating at least 3 different "out of the box" models and many more according to your imagination and creativity!Our
five-in-one SuperTool(TM) "successory" is included in every kit and is custom-designed to match the standard hardware sizes common to all
OFFBITS&#194; Kits and parts.

 InfoBit Kit (3 in 1)
by OFF BITS

ISBN: 7290016390025
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $19.50

Want to know the perfect angle for an antenna or the right height for a hinge? Just ask InfoBit! This ever-curious, geeky little robot can help make the whole
more than the sum of its parts.
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